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Adventures in Alaska 2018-01-01 reproduction of the original
Travels in Alaska 2023-07-09 reproduction of the original
Travels in Alaska 1917 hardcover reprint of the original 1909 edition beautifully bound in brown cloth
covers featuring titles stamped in gold 8vo 6x9 no adjustments have been made to the original text giving
readers the full antiquarian experience for quality purposes all text and images are printed as black and
white this item is printed on demand book information herbert agnes two dianas in alaska indiana repressed
publishing llc 2012 original publishing herbert agnes two dianas in alaska london j lane new york j lane co
1909 subject hunting alaska
Two Dianas in Alaska 2012-05-15 this 1940s best seller recounts the alaskan adventures of newlyweds
constance and bud helmericks in the months preceding pearl harbor the venturesome spirit sharp observation
and frontier resourcefulness of this young couple during their time in the yukon provide not just lively
and entertaining reading but at the same time present a vivid picture of the country its people and their
way of life
We Live in Alaska 1945 the premier guide to outdoor activities in one of the world s great unspoiled
regions this book is designed for independent nature oriented travelers of all ages updated and filled with
indispensable advice and insider tips as well as the latest information on where to stay what to see and
how to get there maps illustrations 34 photos
Adventuring in Alaska 1998 ���� ������ ������� ���� ���� �������������������������� 23�� ������������������
����������
DEEP ALASKA 2017-12 my friend shudders at my slaying a rhinoceros but manages to eat part of an unfortunate
sheep immediately afterwards i wonder if the good lady s words ring true she may be right and books on
sport and adventure are only for men and boys the sterner sex if therefore you reader o mine should regard
all forms of taking life as unwomanly read no more we went to alaska to shoot and we shot from chapter 1 in
the first decade of the twentieth century agnes herbert ca 1880 1960 and her cousin cecily hunted on three
continents and herbert wrote a book about each excursion this her second traces the story of the women s
alaskan hunt undertaken in part with two men the foursome formed two expeditions sometimes setting up camp
together and sometimes going their own ways the women s trophies included brown bear walrus caribou dall
sheep and moose and cecily bagged herself a husband as well
Two Dianas in Alaska 2004 in the minds of most americans native culture in alaska amounts to eskimos and
igloos the latest publication of the alaska geographic society offers an accessible and attractive antidote
to such misconceptions native cultures in alaska blends beautiful photographs with informative text to
create a striking portrait of the state s diverse and dynamic indigenous population
Native Cultures in Alaska 2012-11-15 a new life a secret past can this witness risk opening her heart in
her new alaskan home forced to reinvent herself in witness protection isabelle sanchez begins working for
an alaskan chocolate company under the alias ella perez her new warmhearted town is a peaceful refuge as is
the company of chocolate empire heir connor north she may never be able to tell connor the truth about her
fresh start but can they find love despite her secrets from harlequin love inspired uplifting stories of
faith forgiveness and hope home to owl creek book 1 her secret alaskan family book 2 an alaskan twin
surprise book 3 alaskan christmas redemption book 4 hiding in alaska
Adventures in Alaska 1919 illustrated with photographs and written in the form of a series of haikus this
story reveals a boy s enjoyment of alaska in winter
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Hiding in Alaska 2021-03-01 excerpt from travels in alaska lights without feeling a poetical
appropriateness in the fact that his last work ends with a portrayal of the auroras one of those phenomena
which else where he described as the most glorious of all the terrestrial manifestations of god about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
Explorations in Alaska 1967 this is a new release of the original 1912 edition
Deep in Alaska 2013 tide feather snow is about the resplendence and subtleties of coastal alaska and about
one woman s attempt to be fully present in them weiss serves as a skilled and poetic witness to a place
undergoing incessant change anthony doerr author of the shell collector a memoir of moving to alaska and
staying by a writer whose gift for writing about place and natural beauty is reminiscent of john mcphee and
jonathan raban an extreme landscape in both its beauty and challenges alaska is a place where know how is
currency and a novice s mistakes can be fatal but it is a place for glorious reinvention a refuge for those
desperate to escape and for those looking for something more miranda weiss a young woman who grew up
landlocked in a well kept east coast suburb moved to homer alaska with her boyfriend determined to make a
place for herself in this unfamiliar country where the years are marked by seasons of fish and where locals
carry around the knowledge of tides boats and weather as ballast in tide feather snow weiss introduces
readers to the memorable people and peculiar beauty of alaska s vast landscape as she takes us along on her
remarkable personal journey of adventure physical challenge and culture clash
Travels in Alaska (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-07 in the wild something inside me opens to innovation
inspiration creativity and imagination it s a good feeling one that leaves me light and full of energy free
to imagine who i want to be in this life yet it s slippery and ephemeral and i can never seem to pack it
out with me adrienne lindholm it happened like this is on the surface a memoir about what it means to live
and love in one of the wildest places on the planet but the love described is not a simple one it s a
gritty sometimes devastating often blood pumping kind of feeling played out in the rugged alaska wilderness
in an authentic and honest voice writer adrienne lindholm recounts her move to alaska as a young woman
eager to begin her career in environmental and wildlife studies she finds herself initially out of her
depth among her peers many of whom are also outsiders new to the state but who seem more experienced more
confident eventually she finds her way immersing herself in the rigors of wilderness adventures and
building a community of outdoorsy friends to sustain her soon she falls in love with jt and gradually at
times painfully they build a life together and decide to start a family amidst the wild adrienne celebrates
the many ways in which alaska and her outdoor adventures there inspired self discovery as well as revealing
her difficult and intimate journey into motherhood her love story encompasses the outline of massive
mountains on the horizon viewed for the first time a caribou moving through an alder forest the effort to
climb a glaciated peak and the peace that settles when contemplating a quiet arctic lake at times her love
for jt but also for nature and life also feels savage like when she charges onto a glacier alone or when
she shoots kills and skins her first animal with it happened like this readers take an intimate gently
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humorous and occasionally adrenalin spiked journey into adulthood and into the depth and comfort of
wilderness
Compilation of Narratives of Explorations in Alaska 1900 campbell chronicles his cousin s amazing life and
adventures in the wilds of alaska creating a powerful real life epic of triumph and tragedy
Up in Alaska 2014-03 this unique collection has been formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices john muir made four trips to alaska as far as unalaska and barrow
muir mr young and a group of native american guides first traveled to alaska in 1879 and were the first
euro americans to explore glacier bay muir glacier was later named after him he traveled into british
columbia a third of the way up the stikine river likening its grand canyon to a yosemite that was a hundred
miles long muir recorded over 300 glaciers along the river s course he returned for further explorations in
southeast alaska in 1880 and in 1881 was with the party that landed on wrangel island on the uss corwin and
claimed that island for the united states he documented this experience in journal entries and newspaper
articles later compiled and edited into his book the cruise of the corwin in 1888 after seven years of
managing the strentzel fruit ranch in alhambra valley california his health began to suffer he returned to
the hills to recover climbing mount rainier in washington and writing ascent of mount rainier contents
travels in alaska the cruise of the corwin stickeen the story of a dog alaska days with john muir by samuel
hall young
Tide, Feather, Snow 2009-05-13 alaska is part of an international circumpolar north which makes the united
states an arctic nation alaska is a place of indigenous ingenuity and adaptation a place where
environmental extremes challenge the ways of living in its more recent history alaska has been a place of
resources and influx a land known best for what it provides this frontier persona with its sourdoughs and
prospectors has not been easily shed but alaska today is pivotal because it represents america s north and
a complex and changing arctic north finding place in alaska explores the state s various facets through
exhibitions and artifacts at the anchorage museum and the words of a diverse selection of writers curators
historians anthropologists and artists from romantic landscapes by rockwell kent and thomas hill to the art
and spirituality of alaska s native peoples represented by a bentwood feast dish and a uniquely carved hook
for catching halibut this collection examines connections throughout the circumpolar north no longer as
remote as once thought alaska serves as a narrative for our future
We live in Alaska 1953 first published in 1957 this is the story of how a young west coaster forsakes
civilization for the rugged satisfactions of homesteading in alaska like many other world war ii veterans
gordon stoddard headed up the alcan highway because he found civilian life too tame he had heard of easy
money in construction and fishing and he was on the lookout for adventure but most of all he wanted a
homestead go north young man tells of his first four years as a homesteader on alaska s kenai peninsula
with wit made sharp by frontier life he presents this exactly as he found it food and shelter get main
attention leaving big game to stateside hunters he concentrates of fish snowshoe rabbits spruce chickens
ptarmigan ducks and geese food for his larder guided by a how to build a cabin pamphlet he puts up his
first cabin in just three days then insulates it with cardboard cartons he picked up in homer later comes
the fancy cabin with its mail order stove to keep his food his feet and his malamute warm the day he
installs lighting and running water causes neighborhood celebration not since mark twain has there been a
writer to match him for provocative wit originality and the knack of catching the heady flavour of a lusty
new land
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It Happened Like This 2018-07-31 from moose attacks to the midnight sun an amusing bill bryson like account
of one man s first year in alaska in new york city a cheechako chee cha ko would be the kid who just fell
off the turnip truck no street smarts a pink windbreaker a subway map sticking from his back pocket in
alaska a cheechako is even easier to spot he s the guy with his tongue stuck to a metal pole a tenderfoot a
greenhorn land of the radioactive midnight sun is the story of lt sean michael flynn as he tries to survive
his first year in alaska with romantic notions of jack london and bush piloting lt flynn requests a
transfer to eielson air force base outside of fairbanks alaska he is a bit unnerved at how easy the
transfer goes through from a rugby game on a frozen river to living across from santa s village to soaring
over the bush in an f 16 land of the radioactive midnight sun is a hilarious trial by many errors account
of what it takes to become a true alaskan
The Final Frontiersman 2004 chronicling her quest for wildness and home in alaska naturalist marilyn sigman
writes lyrically about the history of natural abundance and human notions of wealth from seals to shellfish
to sea otters to herring halibut and salmon in alaska s iconic kachemak bay kachemak bay is a place where
people and the living resources they depend on have ebbed and flowed for thousands of years the forces of
the earth are dynamic here they can change in an instant shaking the ground beneath your feet or
overturning kayaks in a rushing wave glaciers have advanced and receded over centuries the climate like the
ocean has shifted from warmer to colder and back again in a matter of decades the ocean food web has been
shuffled from bottom to top again and again in entangled sigman contemplates the patterns of people staying
and leaving of settlement and displacement nesting her own journey to kachemak bay within diasporas of her
jewish ancestors and of ancient peoples from asia to the southern coast of alaska along the way she weaves
in scientific facts about the region as well as the stories told by alaska s indigenous peoples it is a
rhapsodic introduction to this stunning region and a siren call to protect the land s natural resources in
the face of a warming changing world
Alaska Days (Illustrated Edition) 2019-06-03 introduces the geography history government people culture and
attractions of alaska
North 2017 this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a
free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1909
edition excerpt fallen i had felt it would how can one hope to rear a bear cub on a sealing schooner with a
crew constantly offering the animal rations ranging from inadequately cooked beans to drinks of hot greasy
cocoa the pretty little cub i would he were still a creature of the boundless wild i would but tom began
with the fell ghoulishness of the lower orders to describe the manner of the end this was too much if he
liked to harrow his own feelings why try to harrow mine when we jump a stiff fence we sometimes land on a
harrow but there s no earthly need to put one there on deck the crew were wrangling as to which of their
number killed the little bear with o er much kindness the cook accused a shrinking youth a french canadian
who seemed so likely to be blamed for the disaster as he had not sufficient go about him to repudiate all
connection with it that cecily and i felt we must to his rescue albeit we were biassed women are very
seldom impartial their sympathies go out rightly or wrongly to the weaker and losing side their desire is
always to assist the dog that is under and have nothing to do with the cynical advice of the philosopher
who advocated the system of taking the part of the man with the largest club cecily suggested that very
likely the chef himself had overdone his attentions a little a flank movement which diverted things and
left the cook stranded in a backwater of unspoken annoyance i was glad that cecily got in so telling a shot
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for the cook paid no attention to any one save himself and his own creature comforts in some men as they
grow older the milk of human kindness dries up they have no sympathy ralph came upon the scene and smoothed
and soft soaped the crew and
Go North, Young Man 2018-02-27 explores the history culture and lifestyle of alaska s aleutian islands and
features dozens of full color photographs of the region s natural and man made features
Land of the Radioactive Midnight Sun 2010-07-20 forty years ago john muir wrote to a friend i am hopelessly
and forever a mountaineer civilization and fever and all the morbidness that has been hooted at me have not
dimmed my glacial eyes and i care to live only to entice people to look at nature s loveliness how
gloriously he fulfilled the promise of his early manhood fame all unbidden wore a path to his door but he
always remained a modest unspoiled mountaineer kindred spirits the greatest of his time sought him out even
in his mountain cabin and felt honored by his friendship ralph waldo emerson urged him to visit concord and
rest awhile from the strain of his solitary studies in the sierra nevada but nothing could dislodge him
from the glacial problems of the high sierra with passionate interest he kept at his task the grandeur of
these forces and their glorious results he once wrote overpower me and inhabit my whole being waking or
sleeping i have no rest in dreams i read blurred sheets of glacial writing or follow lines of cleavage or
struggle with the difficulties of some extraordinary rock form
Entangled 2018-03-15 alaska often looms large as a remote wild place with endless resources and endlessly
independent resourceful people yet it has always been part of larger stories the movement of indigenous
peoples from asia into the americas and their contact with and accommodation to western culture the spread
of european political economy to the new world the expansion of american capitalism and culture and the
impacts of climate change in this updated classic distinguished historian stephen haycox surveys the state
s cultural political economic and environmental past examining its contemporary landscape and setting the
region in a broader global context tracing alaska s transformation from the early postcontact period
through the modern era haycox explores the ever evolving relationship between native alaskans and the
settlers and institutions that have dominated the area highlighting native agency advocacy and resilience
throughout he emphasizes the region s systemic dependence on both federal support and outside corporate
investment in natural resources furs gold copper salmon oil and offers a less romantic more complex history
that acknowledges the broader national and international contexts of alaska s past
Alaska 2003-07 this autobiography written from catherine katies point of view is about the survival skills
of a wife and husband who defied the hostile elements wild animals and deprivations they encountered while
homesteading in the wilderness along the kenai river in alaska in 19491962 jack coppock was a former member
of the tenth mountain infantry ski patrol and served in the italian alps during wwii emerging with the
reputation if you want to survive stick with jack whereas katie was at first a timid housewife who honed
her own survival skills as she encountered the challenges she faced
Two Dianas in Alaska 2013-09 an autobiographical adventure story as thrilling and rugged as it is unusual
this is a tale of life in a faroff land where men and animals are pitted against ruthless natural forces
The Aleutian Islands of Alaska 2008 embark on an adventure through the untamed landscapes of alaska in the
company of renowned naturalist john muir guided by his devoted companion samuel hall young in this
enthralling account young a christian missionary shares his firsthand experiences of exploring the rugged
terrains and encountering native american tribes
Travels in Alaska 2008-05 your great and silent beauty the rugged and awesome land that speaks softly to
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all who love the splendor god waved a mighty arm and made the great and rugged mountains wild rivers
flowing streams mirror lakes lush valleys and green forests wild animals to keep you on your toes alaska
was waiting for all who needed a place of solace for some a place to heal the wounds of life some ask why
do you want to live there what do you see in it i came long ago along with thousands more up the old alaska
highway we all came with dreams of starting over packing all we owned in trucks trailers old buses cars or
whatever had a good motor i saw them in old trucks puffing smoke on every mountain or hill smiling and
waving every time we passed thinking they would never make it but they did make it most camping in
campgrounds along the way cooking over campfires if someone s car was having problems you stopped and
helped fighting mosquitoes that never left you alone they were dauntless in their efforts upon arriving in
alaska they were tired and weary but they got their homesteads home sites trade and manufacturing sites yes
and a job if there was one to be had the bush people lived off the land and what it provided both
spiritually and earthly why do we live here in the bush you ask why well there isn t any other place like
it it is a challenge you either love it or hate it alaska gets in your blood they say and if you stay too
long you can never leave if you do leave after having you in its grasps it beckons you to come back this is
your home there is no other place like it waiting still silent peaceful
Alaska 2020-04-09 this is the story of betsy lynn and her best friend kaya who live in alaska kaya is a
full blooded eskimo girl because they live on an island called kodiak they have to take a ferry boat to get
to the main land of alaska this is always great fun for them they both live a way from the nearest town of
kodiak which is also the name of their island it tells of the girl s relationships with their parents
friends at school and their relatives it s sad in some parts and exciting in others they also have some
adventures in the wild country in which they live because they live away from the nearest town they
sometimes have to use snowmobiles and their horses to get around i think you ll enjoy reading about betsy
lynn and her friend kaya s ventures together life is never boring in the beautiful state of alaska
The River Ran Still 2015-06-15
Fifty Years in Alaska 1954
Wilderness; a journal of quiet adventure in Alaska 1937
Trails and Tramps in Alaska and Newfoundland 1913
WILDERNESS 2018
Alaska Days with John Muir 2019-11-26
Alaska, Oh Alaska 2011-07-08
A Naturalist in Alaska 1961
Wilderness. A Journal of Quiet Adventure in Alaska 1920
Betsy Lynn in Alaska 2013-04-15
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